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Swayambhunath is recognised globally as a significant religious site, in particular for 
Tibetan and Nepalese Buddhists. I refer to Nepalese Buddhism as derived from 
Mahayana roots and of the Vajrayana tradition, influenced by David Gellner’s assertion 
that Newars (the indigenous people of Nepal) ‘are the last remaining Mahayana South 
Asian Buddhists’ (Hutt et al 2004: 3). For the purpose of this study, I will be concentrating 
primarily on Swayambhunath’s Buddhist associations, although I acknowledge it also 
has significance within Hinduism, demonstrated by the many Hindu shrines within the 
site. I will however be looking at the interaction between Hinduism and Buddhism within 
the Kathmandu Valley as the paper progresses. 

I will begin with the birth of Nepalese civilisation in the Valley, as it is told in the legend of 
the Swayambhu Purana. Here we will meet the Bodhisattva Manjushri,  the Bodhisattva 1

of wisdom. Manjusri is one of three protectors in the Tathagata family, alongside 
Avalokitesvara and Vajrapani. This family includes the historical Buddha, Sakyamuni, 
and Vairocana, the central Buddha of the Five Tathagata Buddhas.  I will be looking at 2

how Manjusri and these figures are depicted iconographically, within sacred geometry 
and in an architectural context. Manjushri will be our guide on this journey, beginning 
with the founding moments of the Kathmandu Valley and the formation of the 
Swayambhunath caitya.  3

 I refer to the name Manjusri as the Bodhisattva’s ‘human form’ and will use this spelling to provide 1

consistence within this body of work. Any variations refer to manifestations of Manjusri, or other literary 
references.

 Within this research, I have selected the categorisation of the ‘Five Buddhas’ for consistence and 2

universality. Michael Hutt asserts that ‘Properly they are known as the Five Buddhas or as the Five 
Tathagatas’ (2004: 46).

 Caitya is a Nepalese term for a stupa, originating from ‘the Sanskrit root ci, "to heap up”… aptly applied to 3

a stupa as a monument’ (Tambiah 1984: 201). Snellgrove applies this term in favour of stupa, ‘merely 
because it is used by educated Newars’ (Snellgrove 1961: 9). I will use the term throughout this study, as I 
found it to be more widely recognised in the context of this research, as well as by local Nepalese: ‘The term 
caitya (Skt.) appears to be so flexible in the Newari context that a preference is given to it over the synonym 
stupa… Even Svayambhunath is never called a stupa but always a Mahacaitya’ (Gutschow 1997: 7). I will 
also refer to stupas when this appears more contextually appropriate (i.e., if the monument is not directly 
considered a reliquary-mound).
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Swayambhunath is an important cultural and historical site within Nepal, as well as the 
wider Buddhist community. The monument will act as a framework within the paper, as a 
point of departure and a place in which to return. I will explore it’s presence within 
Nepal’s history and look at the spread of Buddhism through Manjusri’s depiction, across 
the Indo-Tibetan Himalayas from its Indic roots North to China. I will also look at 
Swayambhunath’s impact within contemporary life in Nepal, noting on the tragic 
repercussions of the earthquake in April 2015, which I have observed and documented 
on a trip to the Kathmandu Valley in November 2015.

Manjusri in Nepal

Swayambhu Purana recounts the origins of the Kathmandu Valley and the 
Swayambhunath caitya, or mahacaitya (great stupa) as it is known in Nepal. ‘The 
earliest known text is dated 1557’ (Gutschow 1997: 16). The purana begins with the 
Valley as it first existed, a holy lake inhabited by nagas (snakes). Vipaswi Tathagata (the 
first in the lineage of Buddhas) threw a lotus root into the lake and proclaimed: “In the 
future this root will make a lotus flower with a thousand petals. On the top of the lotus will 
appear the light of Svayambhu Dharmadhatu self-created”’  (Bajracharya 1978: 5).4

The lotus is a Buddhist symbol of pure Enlightenment and from it appears the radiating 
light of Swayambhu Dharmadhatu. This form - as recounted to me by a monk at the 
Thukje Choeling Gompa monastery - is both a diamond, also known as a vajra (Indra’s 
diamond/thunderbolt weapon), a deeply symbolic icon within Vajrayana Buddhism, and a 
flame (agni).

In MahaChin (Great China) ‘on the mountain called Panchasira Parvata (Five Peaked 
Mountain) sat the Bodhisattva Manjushri…’ (Bajracharya 1978: 11) who travelled to see 
the Swayambhu Dharmadhatu. He wanted to drain the lake to reveal it’s splendour and 
allow the valley to become a settlement. Manjusri cleft the mountains at Chobar Gorge 
with his khadga (sword) and the waters drained away.  Manjusri ordered that a caitya 5

was constructed over the Swayambhu Dharmadhatu which allowed ‘the Light of the Self-
Existence to shrine through’ (Bajracharya 1978: 25). The caitya was then later installed 
with images of the Five Buddhas: ‘It is symbolized by the 5 Dhyani Buddhas; Aksobya in 
the East, Ratnasambhava in the South, Amitabha in the West, Amoghasiddhi in the 
North, and Vairochana in the Center.’ (Bahracharya 1978: 8).

 Swayambhu means ‘self-created’4

 The geological origins of the Kathmandu Valley parallel the legend. It is recorded that an earthquake split 5

the mountainside, causing the water to spill out. Local and religious belief is synonymous with this, however 
state it was Manjusri’s mantric powers that stimulated the earthquake (Bajracharya 1978: 11).
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Swayambhunath Mahacaitya

Whilst other monuments within Nepal 
outdate the Swayambhunath Mahacaitya 
(Fig. 1), the hillside (locally known as 
Sengu) is ‘traditionally the oldest site in 
Nepal’ (Snellgrove 1961: 94). Sengu was an 
ancient site of pilgrimage and worship ‘prior 
to the stupa’s construction’ (Josephson 
1985: Introduction Part 1) and thus grants 
the site a significant place in the lineage of 
Nepal’s Buddhist history. Swayambhunath 
caitya is known to have been erected ‘about 
the beginning of the the 5th Century by the 
Buddhist king Vrsadeva’ (Gutschow 1997: 
86). It is therefore considered that 
renovations took place under the Licchavis 
dynasty (400–750 CE) with the earliest 
restoration ‘recorded for the end of     
 the 11th century, in a 17th century    

    manuscript’ (Gutschow 1997: 87). Following    
              this conservation, an inscription on the site,

dated 1372 AD ‘records the restoration of the caitya after its destruction during the 
Muslim invasions (A.D. 1346 AND 1349)’ (Snellgrove 1961: 96).

Fig. 2 (Left) 
Vairocana next to 
Akshobhya, 
Swayambunath 
Mahacaitya 
(Photo H. 
Foskett-Barnes, 
2015)

Fig. 3 (Right)
Mahavairocana, 
Paschimi Caitya 
(Photo H. 
Foskett-Barnes, 
2015)

Fig. 1 Swayambunath mahacaitya 
(Photo H. Foskett-Barnes, 2015)
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Swayambhunath Mahacaitya is constructed of a white dome (anda), harmika with 
Buddha eyes and a golden finial (neck).  The form of the caitya represents the body of 6

the Buddha and, in the case of Vajrayana Buddhism, the Five Buddhas. The Five 
Buddhas serve as a cosmological device within the art and architecture of Vajrayana 
Buddhism. As narrated in the Swayambhu Purana, they are central within the cardinal 
formation of the caitya. There is an interesting modification here, as Vairocana appears 
in a niche facing Southeast (see Fig. 2, where he resides in the (unfortunately locked) 
alcove next to Akshobhya). Gutschow suggests that this was installed later: ‘A fifth niche 
for Vairocana was probably introduced only at the beginning of the 16th 
century.’ (Gutschow 1997: 32). Typically, Vairocana’s central position is represented 
‘metaphorically’, however Bajracharya suggests otherwise: ‘Vairocana’s proper position 
at the centre is indicated by his eyes painted on each of the four sides of the 
Harmika’ (1978: 25). This assertion that the Buddha Eyes, a Nepalese addition to the 
stupa, represents Vairocana can also extend to symbolise the four Cardinal Buddhas 
surveying the Valley below. Mahavairocana (Great Vairocana) can be seen more clearly 
on the Paschimi Caitya (Fig. 3) situated west in the Swayambhu complex, here shown in 
the distinctive bodhiagri mudra (five in one gesture). Also present at Swayambhunath is 
Vajradhatu (Fig. 4), otherwise known as Vajrasattva, the 6th Buddha, comprising of all 
Five Buddhas. The torana (decorative panel) depicts Vajradhatu in his conventional 
vajrahunkara mudra, holding a vajra in each hand crossed over his breast.

Monks, laity and tourists continue to visit the stupa today, both in daily worship and ritual 
ceremony. They can be seen circumambulating the stupa clockwise, akshamala (rosary) 
beads in hand, softly chanting Avalokitesvara’s mantra Om Mani Padme Hum, engraved 
on the prayer wheels encircling the stupa, or indeed Manjusri’s mantra Om A Ra Pa Ca 
Na Dhih, as written in the Prajnaparamita, often seen in his hand, a symbol of wisdom.

 It is interesting to note parallel construction and compositions of Buddhist monuments in South East Asia 6

during the expansion of Buddhism: ‘…the caitya was from the beginning built around the peak of the hill. 
This fact recalls Barabudur, the gigantic terrace stupa, which was also built, from 755 to 825, on top of and 
around a hill’ (Gutschow 1997: 90). Parallels can also be seen with the Bayon temple (late 12th century), 
Angkor, whose four cardinal faces resemble the Buddha eyes. These relationships would be interesting to 
explore in a complimentary study.

Fig. 4 Vajradhatu on a torana over a doorway, 
Swayamabhu (Photo H. Foskett-Barnes, 2015)
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Located on the hillside of the Swayambhu site are several monuments that draw further 
connections to Manjusri and the legend of Swayambhunath. The caitya on the Northern 
peak was named Puran Swayambhu (Fig. 5), as this is where Manjushri ‘explained the 
importance of Swayambhu’ (Josephson 1985: 50), now known as the legend 
Swayambhu Purana. Here Josephson contends that Manjusri’s ashes are within the 
caitya but the legend recounts that it is Manjusri, ‘in a human incarnation of the name 
Manjudeva’ and his wives that are cremated, ‘erecting a Chaitya over their remains at 
the place where they had lived’ (Bajracharya 1978: 23).

The caitya is installed with 
the four cardinal Buddhas 
and a pair of footprints on 
the floor before      
 Akshobhya (see Fig.5). 

Puran Swayambhu is also said to be where Sakyamuni Buddha preached to the future 
Buddha Maitreya (Josephson 1985: 14). Josephson asserts that the Buddha feet are 
‘built on the very spot where Lord Buddha (is said to have) preached’ (Josephson 1985: 
50). He also notes that the stupa situated in Maitreya’s headdress is believed to be 
Swayambhunath caitya (Josephson 1985: 11). This iconographical association with 
Swaymabhunath demonstrates the cultural significance of the caitya, which continues to 
be elucidated by Josephson in traditional legends, rituals and ceremonies. For example 
he notes the relationship between Swayambhunath and the annual chariot festival: ‘… a 
replica of Swoyambhu Chaitya is kept on the pinnacle of the Ratha (chariot) of 
Matchhendra Nath… the son of Amitabha.’ (Josephson 1985: 17) (Fig. 6).7

 Fig. 4 shows the sacred chariot abandoned on its journey between Patan and Bungamati due to the 7

earthquake in April 2015. The chariot festival takes place before the monsoon in celebration of the local rain 
God Macchindranath. The sikhara (temple) where he is housed for 6 months of the year (the other 6 months 
being in Patan) was destroyed in the earthquake, so he is in a temporary temple in Bungamati square. The 
Hindu God is an incarnation of Avalokitesvara, hence why he is known as the son of Amitabha. In 
investigating the ritual, I found Bungamati to be an extraordinary space where Hindu and Buddhist beliefs 
were simultaneously upheld, epitomised by Macchindranath being attended to by a Buddhist priest. Gellner 
further clarifies this mutual worship by saying ‘Buddhists can equally worship Hindu Gods and justify it by 
saying that they are ‘really’ worshipping Avalokitesva’ (Gellner 1996: 95).

Fig. 5 (Left) 
Puran Swayambhu with stone 
Buddha feet in front of 
Akshobhya, Swayambhu 
(Photo H. Foskett-Barnes, 
2015)

Fig. 6 (Right) 
Macchindranath’s chariot, 
Bungamati (Photo H. Foskett-
Barnes, 2015)
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Along from the Puran Swayambhu, on the Western peak, stands the Manjusri Temple 
(Fig. 7). The temple consists of a shrine, stupa and surrounding prayer wheels with a 
canopy overhead. On an adjacent wall to the left, there are numerous niches installed 
with Hindu Gods.

When first visiting the temple, I had difficulty in confirming that this was indeed the 
Manjusri Temple, as the local Nepalese were adamant in saying it was ‘Saraswati 
Temple’. Knowing Saraswati as Manjusri’s consort within later Tantric Buddhism (Tribe 
1994), this was somewhat confusing until later applying Josephson’s explanation below:

‘Manjushree [temple] was built about one thousand five hundred years ago… In 
keeping with ‘Vajra Yana’, traditions a (sic) empty niche represented ‘Manjushree’. It 
was not until about 1700 that the image of Saraswati was installed in the empty 
niche. Thus in ignorance local people often refer to this place as ‘Saraswati’.’ 

Josephson 1985: 22

Snellgrove approaches what Josephson calls local ‘ignorance’ as multivalency, 
observing that in fact ‘Newars all habitually conflate Manjusri and Sarasvati’ and that ‘the 
deity is both separate and conflated at once’ (Snellgrove 1992: 84). This religious 
‘syncretism’ (Snellgrove 1992: 102) perhaps suggests that Josephson is being 
somewhat dismissive of the complexities at work here. This reminds us of the dichotomy 
within Eastern and Western academia (Josephson being a Nepalese scholar) and how 
we must be mindful of cultural perspective and interpretation within this analysis.

The shrine (Fig. 8) features Ganesh (left), Hanuman (right) and the central figure, 
Saraswati. Saraswati stands elegantly in tribhanga (three body bend) pose with both 
arms by her sides and a lotus resting over the left shoulder. This depiction does not 

Fig. 7 (Left) Manjusri’s Temple (Photo H. Foskett-Barnes, 2015)
Fig. 8 (Right) Saraswati/Manjusri shrine (Photo H. Foskett-
Barnes, 2015)
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feature her emblematic ‘Veena (a stringed musical instrument)’ (Lama 2012: 89) but as 
tribhanga ‘is a common pose, particularly in goddesses depicted as the consort of a 
deity’ (Kana-Devilee and Uterwijk 1996: 36) the image can indeed be deemed to be 
Saraswati.

When venerating the shrine, I was curiously shown to touch 
a hidden relief on the ceiling (Fig. 9): ‘If one carefully looks 
inside the niche on the ceiling Manjushree will be seen 
bearing his wisdom sword’ (Josephson 1985: 22). With 
years of rigorous veneration, the relief has been worn down 
and I cannot claim to be able to identify the figure of 
Manjusri but with the context of viewing of the temple, I 
support Josephson’s interpretation. This is further verified 
by the twin pillars at the base of the stone steps leading up 
to the temple, exhibiting distinctive reliefs of Manjusri 
brandishing his khadga on one side and Sariswati playing 
her veena on the other (Fig. 10 and 11).

An interesting dynamic occurs via the Hindu influence within the typically Buddhist site, 
indicated by the surrounding deities who appear in both the Buddhist and Hindu canons, 
especially that of Ganesh and Hanuman flanking Saraswati  and Manjusri. To use 8

Snellgrove’s term, this ‘syncretism’ allows for the temple to be worshipped by Hindus 
and Buddhists alike, showing how mutual veneration (of both deities and religious 
practices) is achieved and evidences the remarkable co-existence of both religious 
values within the Kathmandu Valley: ‘When applied to the people of Nepal… the 
distinction between ‘Hindus’ and ‘Buddhists’ may often be meaningless” (Hutt et al. 
1994: 30).

 It is worth noting that Saraswati is also one of Vishnu’s consorts (along with Laksmi), similarly representing 8

the aspect of wisdom in Hinduism.

Fig. 10 (Left)
Manjusri relief, Swayambhunath 
(Photo H. Foskett-Barnes, 2015)

Fig. 11 (Right)
Saraswati relief, Swayambhunath 
(Photo H. Foskett-Barnes, 2015)

Fig. 9 Manjusri relief on the ceiling of the 
shrine (Photo H. Foskett-Barnes, 2015)
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Manjusri in India

In exploring Buddhism in Nepal, we must look at Buddhism in it’s birthplace in India: 

‘… the great expansion of Buddhism came under its imperial patron, Asoka (268-239 
BC). From surviving edicts he had engraved on rocks and pillars we know that Asoka 
was converted to Buddhism early in his reign and propagated it throughout the 
Indian sub-continent and far beyond’ 

Ed. Bechert and Gombrich 1991: 60

Asoka is believed to have visited the Nepalese plateau in the 3rd century and erected 
the five cardinal stupas in Patan, the oldest Buddhist city in Nepal (Snellgrove 1961: 4). 
They mark the North, East, South, West and Central points of the city (see Fig. 12). This 
is accredited by the ‘Asokan Stupa Preservation Committee’ on a sign outside the 
Central stupa (Fig. 13). This sign also notes the connection between the stupas and the 
four main Buddhist monuments surmounted on mountain peaks - Swayambhu, Boudha, 
Namobuddha and Bodhgaya - which we will later revisit. The stupas are ‘low flat domes 
of Mauryan type’ (Snellgrove 1961: 11), the earliest known Indian stupas, which notes 
the direct influence of Indian architecture. The Five Buddhas are also evident here, as 
the stupas are ‘occupied by the four directional buddhas, at the four points of the 
compass, but these are late additions’ (Snellgrove 1961: 11). The composition of the 
stupas approximately respond to Patan’s urban planning, which radiates out in a 
mandala from the Central stupa and the Royal Palace in Patan’s Durbar Square.

Although Ashoka’s travels to Nepal are acknowledged both by local authorities and 
scholars, his connection to the cardinal stupas is debated: ‘it is, however, difficult to 
justify the attribution of the great king to the five beautiful stupas, or relic-mounds, in 
Patan’ (Waldschmidt 1969: 14). Perhaps an erogenous link to Asoka himself was made 
as caityas from the Licchavi period were also locally known as ‘asoka-caityas’ 
(Snellgrove 1961: 97).

Fig. 12 (Left) Map of Patan with Asoka stupas (Drawing N. Gutschow)
Fig. 13 (Right) Sign outside Central Asoka stupa, Patan (Photo H. Foskett-Barnes, 2015)
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‘Buddhism in India was at the height of its influence from 250 BC to the middle of the 
1st millennium AD… The Muslim invasions into India, sacking the monasteries, 
substantially destroyed Buddhist culture by the 13th century, though vestiges 
remained in India till nearly AD 1500.’

Ed. Bechert and Gombrich 1991: 60

As noted by Bechert et al. Buddhism in India was sustained from the time of Asoka’s 
reign until the introduction of Islam in the 12th century. It is this religious tension that 
redirects the Buddhism practiced in Nepal and incorporation of Hindu Tantricism: ‘Before 
the Islamic conquest of North India (13th century) it was found above all in Bihar and 
Bengal, and it was a mixture of Hinduism, especially of Siva worship, and Buddhism, 
bringing about a kind of syncretism between the two religions’ (Waldschmidt 1969: 30). 
The introduction of Buddhist Tantric practice can be observed through the esoteric 
manifestations of Bodhisattvas, for example Manjusri (see Fig. 14).

Whilst Kinnard has acknowledged this relief as 
‘Manjusri’, I would identify it as his Tantric 
manifestation Manjuvajra . This is shown by 9

the composite arrangement of 3 heads and 6 
arms; two hold his iconic sword and book, two 
with a bow and arrow, and two with a blue lotus 
and the compassionate varada mudra (giving 
gesture). Manjuvajra’s facial features reveal a 
typically Indic style; a strong brow, pointed 
nose and half closed eyes. The face on the left 
shows wide open eyes, emblematic of fierce 
Tantric deities, warding away ignorance. ‘He is 
known to Newars as Manjuvajra; the form most 

  often seen is called canonically Manjusri 
Dharmadhatu-vagisvara’ (Snellgrove 1992: 256). Snellgrove notes Van Kooji’s theory 
that ‘in Tantric Buddhism a kind of unification had taken place between the transcendent 
Buddhas [= the Five Buddhas] and certain great Bodhisattvas, in this case between 
Vajrasattva/Vairocana and Manjusri’. This interrelationship can be seen in the Buddha 
sitting above Manjuvajra’s sword, who may well be mahavairocana in the bodhiagri 
mudra, as seen earlier. This interrelationship draws us back to Swaymabhunath’s sacred 

 Alice Getty provides a comprehensive iconographical study of Manjusri in ‘The Gods of Northern 9

Buddhism’ pp 109-112, which I applied here within this analysis.

Fig. 14 Stone Manjuvajra, 11th c., Bihar, Indian Museum, 
Calcutta (Photo courtesy of the American Institute of 
India)
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dedication to The Five Buddhas, elucidating a relationship between the Five Buddhas 
and Bodhisattva Manjusri that stretches beyond the Kathmandu Valley.

The 11th century stone sculpture found in Bihar could indeed have once belonged to 
Nalanda. As we know, Manjusri represents ultimate prajna. His book is that of the 
Prajnaparamita and his sword is considered a metaphorical device to conquer delusion, 
which is exaggerated by it sometimes being depicted with flames, a transformative 
power to turn ignorance into wisdom. Manjusri is called upon as a Bodhisattva for 
learning by students, therefore may well have been at home at Nalanda, perhaps as one 
of the ‘particularly abundant images of Avalokitesvara and Manjusri from tenth-century 
Nalanda’ (Kinnard 1999: 51). It is the concept of learning that connects Manjusri to 
Sakyamuni Buddha teaching the dharma (Kinnard 1999: 106), and is why Manjusri is 
also shown in dharmacakra mudra (setting the wheel of the law in motion gesture).

Manjusri in China

‘“After I (Sakyamuni Buddha) have passed away, in this Jambudvipa in the northeast 
quarter, there is a country named Mahacina [i.e. Great China]. In the country there is 
a mountain named Five Peaks [Wuding], in which the youth Manjusri will roast about 
and dwell, expounding the Dharma at the mountain for the sake of sentient beings.”’ 

Lin 2014: 134

Analogous to the four sacred mountains in Nepal and India mentioned earlier, are the 
four Buddhist mountains in China dedicated to Bodhisattvas. These mountains 
correspond to the cardinal directions with ‘Mount Wutai in the north (sacred to 
Manjusri)’ (Qionglin Tan 2009: 47). ‘This mountain, one of the four sacred mountains of 
Chinese Buddhism, is located in Shanxi province, and is not a single mountain but a 
mountainous region with five distinct peaks’ (Ed. Foret and Kaplony 2008: 30). We can 
continue to see the significance of cosmological mapping within topography, as Mount 
Wutai’s ‘five peaks’ also correspond approximately to the Chinese Five Directions, which 
include center as a cardinal point (Lin 2014: 4) .10

‘When Buddhism made its way into China, it encountered this rich and long-standing 
tradition of the sacred mountain’ (Lin 2014: 53). Mount Wutai, as the first Buddhist 
mountain, introduced Buddhist methodology within the already established philosophical 
traditions of Daoism and Confucianism. Lin continues, ‘In India, Buddhist sacred 
geography was conceived primarily around the sites associated with the life and work of 
Sakyamuni Buddha’ (2014: 53). In this light, the attention is shifted from the historical 

 The number five is especially sacred within ancient Chinese belief (such as the Five Elements and 10

concept of Wu Xing) and relates to that of Manjusri, who is ‘frequently associated with the number 
five’ (Wong 1993: 40).
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Buddha to that of the Bodhisattvas, who are manifested in the earthly ‘tenth-stage’ 
realm :11

‘The worship of Manjusri originated in India, and later developed in the Chinese cults 
of Mt. Wutai and Manjusri. Because followers believe that Manjusri manifests himself 
on the mountain, Mt. Wutai became an international center of Buddhist pilgrimage 
from the seventh century onward.’ 

Wong 1993: 27

‘Manjusri’s increase in prominence as a cult figure… from the mid-eighth century 
onward, however, should be attributed to the Singhalese monk Amoghavajra (Bukong 
Jin’gang, 705-774), one of the founders of Esoteric Buddhism in China.’ (Wong 1993: 
38). As with India’s Buddhist-monastic alliance, there was an established relationship 
between ascetic monks and the role of Chinese Emperors: ‘In his (Amoghavajra’s) 
teachings to the Tang emperors, he emphasised their role as cakravartins’ (Wong 1993: 
38). This mutuality allowed the monks to tend to the sanctity and protection of the state 
whilst emperors would support the monasteries and ultimately the spread of Buddhism in 
the Far East.

Mount Wutai is famously depicted in 
Dunhuang Cave 61 (Fig. 15), 
‘approximately three thousand 
kilometres from Mount Wutai’ (Lin 
2014: 13). ‘It is the only cave at 
Dunhuang where Manjusri is the 
central icon’ (Wong 1993: 32) and is 
subsequently known as the ‘Hall of 
Manjusri’. The patrons of Cave 61, 
Lady Zhai and her husband Cao 
Yuanzhong, were also powerful         

   military figures, which communicates   
   the Chinese socio-political religious   
   belief in donor-ship as karmic action 

for the state rather than the individual: ‘…building the Hall of Manjusri represents the 
efforts of a political leader (made on his behalf by his wife) to invoke the powers of 
manjusri to protect the state’ (Wong 1993: 39).

Cave 61 exhibits a tenth century panoramic mural on the western wall, measuring 3.5m 
high and 15.5m long (Fig. 16), which will be the focus of our attention. The mural depicts 
the five peaks of Mount Wutai scattered with monasteries, pagodas, pilgrims, rivers, 

 The ‘tenth-stage’ refers to the ten-stage process of Bodhisattvas to gain full enlightenment, choosing to 11

remaining within samsara to aid and teach others.

Fig. 15 Dunhuang Cave 61, Shanxi province, China 
(Photo courtesy of Fang Ling-Kuang, National Taiwan 
University)
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animals, plants, Bodhisattvas and Buddha himself. All this activity is ordered in an 
intricate composition, unifying both the earthly and spiritual worlds in what appears to be 
a synchronic account: ‘the mural translates a religious ideology, a cosmography into the 
pictorial form of a landscape in a reconstructed space’ (Wong 1993: 45). Wong observes 
the distinction that although the mural is considered a Buddhist painting, it also 
‘addresses the geographical, historical, and political aspects that worship of Manjusri 
had acquired in China, namely, the establishment of Mt. Wutai as a cult and pilgrimage 
center’ (1993: 27). This idea of the ‘pilgrimage center’ is integral to an analysis of the 
mural, as we shall see.

The composition of the mural is aligned by a central axis, an aesthetic function to direct 
the viewers eye into the heart of the work. This axis reflects the Buddhist concept of a 
‘world pillar’, also represented by the finial of a stupa. This composition is enhanced by 
the converging perspective of the scene, the ground plane being ‘tilted at about 45 
degrees’ (Wong 1993: 32) and the aerial viewpoint. The world unfolds before the viewer, 
much like a blossoming lotus unfolding its petals. In the center of this lotus sits 
Sakyamuni Buddha in padma asana (lotus pose), turning the wheel of the law in 
dharmacakra mudra with Manjusri astride a lion on one side and Samantabhadra riding 
an elephant on the other.

As well as a vertical axis, there are ‘horizontal’ planes within a ‘Three-tiered structure: a 
spiritual realm above, an intermediary territory of the mountain in the middle, and the 
human world below.’ (Wong 1993: 45). This appears to parallel the Daoist conception of 
Heaven, tian (天), if we replace Wong’s mountainous tier with that of ‘earth’: tian unites 
earth and the celestial realm via mankind, ren (⼈人). With this classification in mind, I 
bring the attention to the viewer, or rather the pilgrim who has journeyed to Cave 61. On 
entering the cave, one is met by a vast sculpture of Manjusri astride a lion, flanked by 

Fig. 16 Mural of Mount Wutai, Dunhuang Cave 61, Shanxi province, China (Photo courtesy of K. 
Debreczeny, Rubin Museum of Art)
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two Bodhisattvas. These sculptures no longer exist but, along with a screen, would have 
obstructed the view of the mural behind it. The viewer is made to circumambulate 
Manjusri, walking behind the altar where he stood: ‘The walk around the altar to see the 
initially unseen through the mediation of the true-presence icon becomes a metaphorical 
move from the secular (i.e., the zone of the laity) to the sacred (i.e., Mount Wutai)’ (Lin 
2014: 192). The viewer is able to explore the foothills, mountain peaks and celestial 
realm of the Gods in the sacred locus of Mount Wutai before returning to leave the cave 
and make their own descent back to ‘reality’. The cave provides an experiential viewing 
of Mount Wutai, engaging with the ritual of pilgrimage in an almost transcendent manner, 
exposing a fusion of ancient Chinese methodology with Buddhist beliefs and practice.

Swayambhunath Mahacaitya and Conclusions

From Mount Wutai we return to Swayambhunath. Swayambhunath was one of many 
cultural landmarks devastated by the earthquakes in Nepal in early 2015. The Harati 
Mandir temple has been demolished, one of the Malla Towers (Sikhara Anantapura) has 
fallen and the Drukpa Kagyu Monastery collapsed along with countless damaged 
sculptures, votive caityas and shrines. Whilst the Swayamabhu Purana welcomed the 
earthquake during the formation of the Kathmandu Valley - ‘This is not a bad omen, 
really it is an auspicious occurrence as this earthquake will make for fertility and 
prosperity of all sentient beings’ (Bajracharya 1978: 7) - the recent earthquake has 
destroyed centuries of culture and history. Despite this devastation, Swayambhu 
remains an active pilgrimage site and attraction within the Valley and emphasises the 
need to support such a sacred monument and emblem of Buddhist beginnings.

Throughout this study, Manjusri appears synonymous with Swayambhunath. Both in 
essence represent the path to Enlightenment and together are unified by the Five 
Buddhas. Just as Manjusri is a protector of the Tathagata family, he can be seen as a 
guardian of the Kathmandu Valley. In concluding this study, I would like to draw upon the 
recurring image of ‘wisdom’ that is manifested in multiple forms throughout this research; 
Bodhisattva Manjusri, Saraswati, Prajnaparamita, the lotus, fire, sword, vajra, 
Dharmadhatu, and the Five Buddhas. These symbols ultimately represent a higher kind 
of wisdom in Buddhist thought: Enlightenment. This is seen in the seed of the 
Dharmadhatu, studied by Manjusri’s students in Northern India, and practiced in the 
ritual pilgrimage of Mount Wutai. Through this journey we have observed the intricate 
connections within these relationships and my hope is that one is able to see a more 
delicate mapping of Manjusri’s influence through the spread of Buddhism in the Indo-
Tibetan region. 
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